Instructions for use for Endoswab
Instructions for use for Endoswab

Special cleaning brushes for Flexible Endoscopes.
Available in sizes: 1.0 - 5.0 mm

1. EndoSwab cleaning brushes have a special cleaning head made out of cotton
fibers. Cotton fibers absorb contamination (mucus and/or blood) and transport
them from the internal channel when cleaning (see picture).
2. The correct size of Endoswab must be used (for sufficient friction, the channel
should be of a little smaller diameter than the swab). Endoswab brushes must be
pushed through the channel and removed at the other end. It should not be pulled
backwards due to the absorbed contamination on the brush. In case of a heavily
visible soil an additional swab should be used. This can be avoided by a proper
pre-cleaning step.
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3. In case of resistance when using the EndoSwab in a channel, do not attempt to
push it through hard. Carefully pull the EndoSwab backwards and make sure the
swab is still attached and intact.
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Note: Faulty material/operation cannot be ruled out 100%. After use always check if the
brush is still attached. EndoSwab brushes are single use products. If necessary
Endoswab can be steam sterilised after placing it in a sterilizing pouch.
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Storage: Store in the EndoSwab box in a clean place.
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Content: 10 x single use Endoswabs
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